OFFICE ORDER NO: 36/2020-PPC

In terms of Ministry of Information and Broadcasting communication issued vide letter no. A-32013/5/2020-BAP dated 08.05.2020 conveyed vide DG:AIR order dated 11.05.2020 Sh. Lijja Ram Sharma, Reporter(NSD:AIR) presently posted as Hospitality Officer in Prasar Bharati Secretariat has been promoted as Principal Private Secretary, [Group A, Gazetted, Non Ministerial] in the pay matrix Level -11 (Rs. 67,700 - Rs.2,08,700/-) on regular basis, on as is where is basis.

2. Sh. Lijja Ram Sharma, has assumed charge of the post of Principal Private Secretary in Prasar Bharati w.e.f. 11.05.2020 (AN.)

3. This issues with the approval of the Competent Authority.

(ALOK KUMAR SHARMA)
DIRECTOR (PERS)

To,

1. Concerned official
3. Sh. Neeraj Choudhary, DDA S-V1 Section, DG:AIR
4. PS to DDG(A), PBS
5. DDG(Tech), with the request to get the order uploaded on PB website.
6. Office orders folder
7. Hindi Unit for hindi version